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ABSTRACT
I
Theconvendonalray methodsare"0, we,,suitedfor an efficient
comp"tatio"of Synthedctracesrepresentinga seismicrelp""se Of
Iheso-calledlaminatedstNct"~csconsistingof very lhi" layers.This
is due to the fact that quite a large numberof rays reverberating
inside thin layers must be summedup to produce individual
waveletsseenon the synthetic trace.Suchcomputationaldifficulty
canbe avoidedif the so-calledray-reflectivity methodis employed
instead for the laminatedstn~ctures.
This hybrid method.which has
beendevelopedin a seriesof our earlierpapers(DaleyandHron,
1982.1990,1992).accountscorrectlyfor the reflection from and
manmission throughthe stacksof thin layers by employing the
conceptof matrixpropagators
while c"mp"ting the pminen, tra"eltime and the amplitudeloss due to the geometrical divergencrof
wa"efrontsin thethick taycrsaccurdingtn standardmy methoda.
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Fig. 1. The velocity-depth
model used for the computation of SH
synthetic seismograms. Two coal seams of 2 m thickness are located
at depths of 200 m and 250 m. respectively.

in this

are known

as venical seismic profile (VSP) seismograms.
When accuracy
is the prime consideration
in computing
synthetic
traces, the Alekseev-Mikhailenko
method (AMM)
has few viable contenders.
The price for this high accuracy is
the large amount of computer resources required together with
the necessity of computing
the additional
VSP synthetic traces
for arrival identification
purposes. The heavy expenditure
of

computer resources demanded by the AMM would discourage
many potential
users from implementing
this program type.
In this paper, it is demonstrated
that a computationally
reasonable
alternative
for the generation
of synthetic
seismograms in thinly layered (laminated)
media exists in the form
of the ray-reflectivity
method referred
to in what follows
as
RRM (D&y
and Hron, 1982, 1990, 1992). This method has
been developed
over a number of years specifically
for such
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geological
structural
types. A demonstration
is presented
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the RRM for the synthetic
trace calculations
for the
same model. These traces are displayed
in Figure
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and time scaling parameters
to facilitate
comparison.
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Fig. 3. The fully interpreted RRM trace of Figure 2 displayed in an
alternate mode in which each arrival is associated with a specific raypath in the thick layers. The first number following the “-<” symbol
above the time axis gives the catalogued number by which the ray is
identified in Figure 4. The second number, written in FORTRAN Eformat, characterizes the relative amplitude of the arrival. Note that
the relative amplitude of event no. 5, whose centre is arriving at 0.57
s. is twice that of ray no. 5a or no. 5b. as they both arrive at exactly
the same time and intedere constructively.
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Fig. 2. Two synthetic traces representing

the particle motion at the
surface of the model described in Figure 1 at an offset of 200 m. The
SOUCB wavelet, shown in the top lett comer. is radiated from a point
torque source located at the surface of the medium. Both the rayreflectivity trace (RRM) and the Al&sew-Mikhailenko
trace (AMM)
are displayed at the same scale.
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Fig. 4. A schematic representation of all the rays used in the identification 01 individual events seen on the RRM trace in Figure 3. The
number identifying each ray corresponds lo the catalogued number
seen in the original computer display of the trace in Figure 3.
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